What’s plaguing glass recycling in the Northeast
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A recent survey of materials recovery facilities in the Northeast asked them about the glass they’re generating. The answers paint a picture of a stream full of contamination and glass fines.

The Northeast Recycling Council (NERC) recently released results of the glass survey in the 11-state NERC region. The survey, conducted February 2017 through June 2018, elicited responses from 45 MRFs. It looked at a variety of factors, including collection methods, glass cleanup approaches and downstream markets.

Among a number of takeaways, it showed the material leaving MRFs is full of contamination (called non-glass residue in the report) and fines, which can’t be later sorted by color for sale into the bottle market.

Of the 34 MRFs that answered a question on the quality of their glass product, 24 of them – or 70 percent – said their glass had at least 15 percent non-glass residue and fines. Only six said it was 10 percent or less non-glass residue and fines, and another four marked “not applicable.”

The survey also asked MRFs about their main concerns regarding the material. “From the perspective of the MRFs, the primary issues with recycled glass are wear and tear on equipment, lack of markets, contamination and cost,” the report states.

Digging deeper into regional end markets, the report notes glass bottle manufacturer Ardagh Group closed a factory in Massachusetts earlier this year, precipitating the closure of Strategic Materials beneficiation plants in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. On the upside, a company called Pace Glass is building a major glass sorting and clean-up facility in New Jersey.

The NERC survey found that 54 percent of the tons reported by survey participants were sent to glass beneficiation plants, where the stream was sorted and cleaned up for sale into end markets. Another 38 percent of the handled glass tons ended up at the landfill as garbage, alternative daily cover, or road base aggregate or fill. About 8 percent was used as aggregate.

Researchers also looked closer at the MRFs generating the cleanest glass streams.

“The MRFs with the lowest percentage of total (non-glass residue) and fines were the facilities that took in source-separated materials, dual-stream materials, or had made recent investments in glass-cleaning equipment,” according to the report, which was written by Mary Ann Remolador, assistant director of NERC.

The survey report was the second in recent months focused on glass. In June, the Glass Recycling Coalition released the results of its nationwide survey, which also touched on the handling of glass at MRFs.

Glass will be the topic of a session this afternoon at the Resource Recycling Conference in St. Louis. The session, titled “In the Stream … and on the Rise?” will include Jim Nordmeyer of bottle maker Owens-Illinois (O-I), George Valiotis of Pace Glass and Laura Hennemann of Strategic Materials. It will be moderated by Nina Goodrich of GreenBlue and the Sustainable Packaging Coalition.
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More stories about glass

- Glass on the chopping block in Pennsylvania county
- Survey quantifies insulation industry’s glass usage
- Glass recycling survey details top end markets

End user of cartons expands west

ReWall Company, which manufactures building materials from recovered food and drink cartons, is planning to open a $3 million facility in Colorado next spring.

Experts connect in the Gateway City

The ninth-annual Resource Recycling Conference has kicked off, tackling high-interest topics at a critical juncture for the North American recycling industry.

Here are the recycling numbers for one major hauler

Waste Connections has provided a high-level look at its materials recovery division, detailing total tonnages over the past two years and outlining the percentages of different materials in the mix.

India looks to boost its recycling infrastructure

Another major importer of recyclables in Asia is drafting policy to reshape its relationship to materials recovery. But this time, the move could actually be a boon to exporters.

China allows in more paper but still stonewalls plastic

Although Chinese scrap plastic import permits remain scarce, the government has ramped up the volume of recycled paper it is allowing into the country to levels not seen since March.
Scrap plastics outlet on the way in Southeast U.S.
A reclaimer and end user will open a $35 million facility in North Carolina, taking in HDPE and mixed-plastic bales for its internal use and for sale as regrind on the market.

How to run a profitable MRF in today’s market
A leader from the Closed Loop Fund lays out four best practices for materials processors amid shifts in commodity values and end markets.
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